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S1 Supplementary Text
S1.1 Stellar Models
We have used the Modules for Experiments in Stellar Evolution (MESA, release 7385) code
(23, 24) to evolve low-mass stars with initial mass in the range 1-3.0M. Models have been
evolved from the pre-main-sequence to the tip of the red giant branch. We chose a metallic-
ity of Z = 0.02 with a mixture taken from (25); the plasma opacity is determined using the
OPAL opacity tables from (26). Convective regions are calculated using the mixing-length the-
ory (MLT) with αMLT = 2.0. The boundaries of convective regions are determined using the
Ledoux criterion. Overshooting is parameterized by an exponentially decaying diffusivity that
decays over a distance fovH above the convective boundary (27), with fov = 0.018. We include
in Section S1.10 the inlist used for running the calculations.
To estimate plausible magnetic field strengths within the cores of red giants, we consider
two scenarios: one based on observational evidence of surface fields, and one based on MHD
modeling of magnetic fields in convective stellar cores. First, we extrapolate inward from a
main sequence surface field of B∼ 3 kG, as appropriate for magnetic Ap stars (20), assuming
the field is a pure dipole such that the field strength scales as B ∝ r−3. Since the radius of
the convective core is typically rc∼R/10 for low mass main sequence stars, field strengths of
B>105 G are attainable near the core.
Second, we estimate field strengths produced by a magnetic dynamo that operates within the
convective core of a star while it is on the main sequence. In this case, MHD simulations suggest
equipartition (and even super-equipartition) magnetic field strengths may be generated (28), i.e.,
magnetic fields whose energy density is comparable to that of the kinetic energy of convective
flows such that
B2
8pi
∼ ρv2con . (S1)
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We calculate typical core convective velocities vcon using mixing length theory. In our stellar
models, we evaluate Eqn. S1 to find that core magnetic fields ofB∼3×105 G could be generated
during the main sequence.
To extrapolate to field strengths plausibly obtained within the radiative cores of red giants,
we assume that the magnetic flux (calculated via the methods above) within the core is con-
served as it contracts. This is a good approximation for stable magnetic equilibria discussed here
because the timescale for the field to diffuse through the star (the Ohmic timescale) is longer
than the main sequence timescale. At each mass shell within a red giant, the field strength is
then approximated by
BRG =
(
rMS
rRG
)2
BMS , (S2)
where BRG is the field strength while on the RGB, rRG and rMS are the radial coordinates of the
shell on the RGB and MS, respectively, andBMS is the MS field strength. Mass shells enclosing
M ∼ 0.2M (which are located just outside the MS core and near the H-burning shell on the
lower RGB) typically contract by a factor of a few from the MS to the lower RGB. The magnetic
field may therefore be amplified and field strengths in excess of 106 G are quite plausible within
the H-burning shells of RGB stars.
Fig. S1 shows the density, mass, and magnetic field profiles of the 1.6M stellar model
used to generate Fig. 3. To make this model, we extrapolate a dipole field inward from a surface
value of 3×103 G (as described above), with an artificial cap at a field strength of 5×104 G.
We then calculate the corresponding RGB field profile using the flux conservation described
above (for simplicity we set the field equal to zero in convective regions of the RGB model).
This relatively conservative approach yields a field strength of ∼106 G at the H-burning shell,
sufficient for magnetic suppression of dipole oscillation modes. We note that field strengths of
this magnitude are orders of magnitude below equipartition with the gas pressure, and therefore
have a negligible influence on the stellar structure.
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Figure S1: Structure of the M = 1.6M stellar model shown in Fig. 3. (A) At this stage
of evolution, the star has a ∼ 0.2M helium core, surrounded by a ∼ 0.1M radiative outer
core. The vertical purple band shows the location of the hydrogen-burning shell. The bulk of
the mass and radial extent of the star is comprised by the thick convective envelope. (B) Core
magnetic field. The field strength B is calculated by assuming magnetic flux conservation from
a dipole field on the main sequence as described in the supplementary material. We also plot
the critical field Bc from Eqn. 3 as in Fig. 3. Because B>Bc in the core of this stellar model,
the magnetic greenhouse effect may occur.
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S1.2 Mode Visibility
Here we estimate the visibility of modes suppressed via the magnetic greenhouse effect. To
do this, we consider the energy balance between driving and damping of a mode. Each mode
receives a stochastic energy input E˙in (10). At its time-averaged equilibrium amplitude, the
energy input and damping rates of the mode are equal, such that
E˙in = E˙out = Eαγα , (S3)
where Eα is the energy contained in the mode and γα is its damping rate.
Modes suppressed via the magnetic greenhouse effect have an extra source of damping de-
termined by the rate at which energy leaks through the evanescent region separating the acoustic
cavity from the g mode cavity. For suppressed modes, we assume that any mode energy which
leaks into the g mode cavity is completely lost via the magnetic greenhouse effect. Similar
calculations have been employed for more evolved red giants where waves entering the core are
damped by radiative diffusion (29–31). Given some mode energy contained within the acoustic
cavity, Eac, the rate at which mode energy leaks into the core is
E˙leak =
Eac
tleak
, (S4)
where tleak is the time scale on which mode energy leaks into the core. As explained in the text,
the energy leakage time scale is
tleak =
2tcross
T 2
, (S5)
where the transmission coefficient T is
T = exp
[ ∫ r2
r1
ikrdr
]
. (S6)
The value of T is approximately the fractional decrease in wave amplitude across the evanescent
region, whereas T 2 is the fractional decrease in wave energy. In the WKB approximation, the
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value of the radial wavenumber kr within the evanescent region is
k2r =
(
L2` − ω2
)(
N2 − ω2)
v2sω
2
. (S7)
Deep within an evanescent region whereN2ωL2` , Eqn. S7 evaluates to kr∼ i
√
`(`+ 1)/r,
and Eqn. S6 yields the expression for T in Eqn. 1. The wave crossing time for acoustic waves
is
tcross =
∫ R
r2
dr
vs
. (S8)
A suppressed mode is also damped by the same mechanisms as a normal mode. In the case
of envelope modes for stars low on the RGB, this damping is created by convective motions
near the surface of the star (10, 32). The equilibrium energy of the suppressed mode is
E˙in = E˙out = Eac
[
γac +
T 2
2tcross
]
, (S9)
where γac is the damping rate due to convective motions in the acoustic cavity.
Now, we assume that the suppression mechanism is localized to the core and that the energy
input E˙in is unaltered. Then we can set Eqns. S3 and S9 equal to each other to find
Eαγα = Eac
[
γac +
T 2
2tcross
]
. (S10)
The damping of a normal mode is localized to the acoustic cavity, so its energy loss rate can be
written
Eαγα ' Eα,acγac , (S11)
where Eα,ac is the mode energy contained in the acoustic cavity. Inserting this into Eqn. S10,
we have
Eα,acγac = Eac
[
γac +
T 2
2tcross
]
. (S12)
The energy of a mode within the envelope is proportional to its surface amplitude squared,
hence, the visibility of a mode scales as V 2α ∝ Eα,ac. Then the ratio of the visibility of the
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suppressed mode to that of the normal mode is
V 2sup
V 2norm
=
Eac
Eα,ac
. (S13)
Then Eqn. S12 leads to
V 2sup
V 2norm
=
γac
γac + T 2/(2tcross)
. (S14)
Using the fact that the large frequency separation is ∆ν ' (2tcross)−1 (13) and defining τ = γ−1ac ,
we have our final result:
V 2sup
V 2norm
=
[
1 + ∆ντT 2
]−1
. (S15)
The damping time τ is the lifetime of wave energy located in the acoustic cavity. It is not equal
to the lifetime of a normal dipole mode, because much of the dipole mode energy resides within
the core. Instead, τ is approximately equal to the lifetime of a radial mode, because all of its
energy is in the acoustic cavity. Thus, τ can be equated with observed/theoretical lifetimes of
radial modes.
We emphasize that the magnetic greenhouse mechanism that operates in depressed dipole
oscillators is not directly related to the suppression of solar-like oscillations in stars exhibiting
surface magnetic activity (33–35). In the latter case, the depression likely arises from magnetic
effects in the convective envelope quenching the amplitudes of all oscillation modes, not just
the dipole modes.
S1.3 Wave Leakage Time
The wave leakage time scale tleak on which wave energy tunnels from the acoustic cavity into
the stellar core can be estimated from Eqn. S5, with the value of T calculated from the first part
of Eqn. S6, or approximated from Eqn. 1.
To compute a more precise estimate, we solve the forced adiabatic linearized hydrodynamic
(non-magnetic) wave equations for our stellar models (using the Cowling approximation), as-
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suming all wave energy that tunnels into the outer core is lost within the inner core. To do
this, we place the inner boundary of our computational grid at a radius r/R = 0.01, which is
always within the stably stratified regions of our red giant models. We then impose a radiative
inner boundary condition (36). On the outer boundary, we impose a forcing/normalization con-
dition on the real part of the wave displacement vector ξ, i.e., we set Re
(
ξr
)
= 1, where ξr is
the radial component of the displacement vector. For the imaginary component, we adopt the
standard reflective outer boundary condition, Im
(
δP
)
= ρgIm
(
ξr
)
, where δP is the Eulerian
pressure perturbation, ρ is the density, and g is the gravitational acceleration. Physically, this
scenario represents the forcing of the stellar surface at a given angular frequency ω, and the
eventual leakage of the wave energy into the core of the star.
After solving the wave equations, we compute the leakage time of the wave energy con-
tained within the acoustic cavity at radii r2 < r < R. The wave energy contained within the
acoustic cavity is simply
Eac =
∫ R
r2
dr ρr2ω2
(
|ξr|2 + `(`+ 1)|ξ⊥|2
)
, (S16)
where ξ⊥ is the horizontal component of the wave displacement vector. The rate at which energy
leaks through the inner boundary is
E˙leak = ρr
3ω3
[
Re
(
ξ⊥
)
Im
(
ξr
)− Re(ξr)Im(ξ⊥)] , (S17)
evaluated at the inner boundary of the grid. The wave energy leakage time is then
tleak =
Eac
E˙leak
. (S18)
We have calculated the leakage timescales for waves with frequencies near ωmax = 2piνmax for
stellar models on the RGB. For this computational technique, the energy Eac contained within
the acoustic cavity peaks at the p mode frequencies of the stellar model. The energy loss rate
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Figure S2: Wave leakage time scale as a function of νmax for a 1.6M stellar model. The
leakage timescale has been calculated by solving the linearized wave equations (Eqn. S18), and
by approximating it using Eqn. S5, evaluating the transmission coefficient T via Eqn. 1 or S6.
E˙leak also peaks at the mode frequencies, so that the value of tleak is essentially independent of
ω.
Fig. S2 shows the exact value of tleak calculated from Eqn. S18, and tleak approximated
from Eqn. S5, with T calculated via Eqn.s 1 and S6. Clearly, evaluating tleak via Eqn. S5 with
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T calculated from Eqn. S6 is a very good approximation, accurate to within ∼ 10% for our
stellar models. However, using the approximation of Eqn. 1 is not very accurate, and generally
produces a value of tleak too large by a factor of ∼ 2. We conclude that we may accurately
estimate mode visibilities using Eqn. 2, so long as the value of T is calculated with an integral
over the evanescent region as in Eqn. S6. The approximation of T in Eqn. 1 should not be
used for visibility calculations, although it is still useful because it demonstrates the scaling of
T with wave angular degree ` and the size of the evanescent region.
S1.4 Magneto-Gravity Waves
The properties of magnetohydrodynamic waves in red giant cores can be understood using a
local (WKB) analysis for high wavenumbers k, in which kr  1 and kH  1 (where H
is a pressure scale height). We show below the WKB limit is a good approximation in our
stellar models. In what follows, we shall also use the adiabatic, anelastic, and ideal MHD
approximations, which are all valid for the magneto-gravity waves we consider in red giant
cores.
Using the approximations above, the dispersion relation for MHD waves is (37)(
ω2 − ω2A
)(
ω2 − k
2
⊥
k2
N2 − ω2A
)
= 0. (S19)
Here, ω is the angular frequency of the wave, k⊥ =
√
l(l + 1)/r is the horizontal wavenumber,
N is the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ (buoyancy) frequency, and the Alfve´n frequency is
ω2A =
(
B · k)2
4piρ
, (S20)
where B is the magnetic field and ρ is the density. The Alfve´n frequency can also be expressed
as
ω2A = v
2
Ak
2µ2, (S21)
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where vA is the Alfve´n speed,
v2A =
B2
4piρ
. (S22)
and µ = cos θ is the angle between the magnetic field and wave vector.
Eqn. S19 has two classes of solutions corresponding to each term in parentheses: Alfve´n
waves and magneto-gravity waves. Alfve´n waves satisfy ω2 = ω2A and have wavenumber
k2 =
ω2
µ2v2A
. (S23)
Alfve´n waves have fluid velocity perpendicular to the field lines and group velocity vg = vA
parallel to magnetic field lines.
Magneto-gravity waves have ω2 = k2⊥N
2/k2 + ω2A. A little algebra demonstrates that their
wavenumber is
k2 =
ω2
2v2Aµ
2
[
1±
√
1− 4µ
2v2AN
2k2⊥
ω4
]
. (S24)
The positive and negative roots correspond to the “slow” and “fast” magneto-gravity waves,
respectively. In the limit of vanishing magnetic field or buoyancy (vA → 0 or N → 0), the slow
waves reduce to Alfve´n waves,
k2 ' ω
2
µ2v2A
. (S25)
The fast waves reduce to gravity waves,
k2 ' N
2k2⊥
ω2
. (S26)
Gravity waves have fluid velocity nearly perpendicular to the stratification (i.e., nearly horizon-
tal). Their group velocity is primarily horizontal, with
vg,⊥ =
ω
k⊥
, (S27)
but with a small radial component of
vg,r =
ω2
Nk⊥
. (S28)
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In the limit of very strong magnetic field or stratification (such that the second term in the
square root of Eqn. S24 dominates), the wavenumber obtains a large imaginary component.
Therefore, magneto-gravity waves become evanescent in regions of very strong magnetic field.
Low frequency waves approaching regions of high field strength can reflect off the stiff field
lines, similar to low frequency fluid waves reflecting off a solid boundary. The evanescent skin
depth is small, with Hev ∼
√
vA/(Nk⊥) H when the second term in the square root of Eqn.
S24 dominates.
The transition from propagating to evanescent magneto-gravity waves occurs when
2µvA =
ω2
Nk⊥
, (S29)
i.e., when
vA,r ∼ vg,r . (S30)
Here, we have used µvA ∼ vA,r because kr  k⊥ for gravity waves in the WKB limit, and there-
foreB·k ≈ Brkr, unless the field is almost completely horizontal. Hence, the radial component
of the field typically dominates the interaction between the magnetic field and gravity waves.
The physical reason for this is that the large horizontal motions and vertical wavenumbers of
gravity waves generate large magnetic tension restoring forces by bending radial magnetic field
lines.
Fig. S3 shows wave speeds and wavenumbers corresponding to the propagation diagram
in Fig. 3. We note that the Alfve´n speed is always much less than the sound speed, i.e., the
magnetic pressure is much smaller than the gas pressure and the magnetic field has a negligible
effect on the background stellar structure. We also note that both Alfve´n and magneto-gravity
waves always have k  1/H and k  1/r in the inner core of our RGB models. Therefore,
the WKB analysis used above is justified.
Several previous works (e.g., (38) and references therein) have examined the propagation of
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magneto-gravity waves in stellar interiors, focusing primarily on the solar tachocline. However,
nearly all of these works have considered a purely toroidal (horizontal) magnetic field configu-
ration, because they were motivated by the strong toroidal field thought to exist due to the shear
flows in the solar tachocline. Horizontal fields must be stronger by a factor kr/k⊥ ∼ N/ω  1
in order to strongly affect gravity waves. Consequently, these works did not examine the ex-
tremely important effect of radial magnetic fields on gravity wave dynamics.
Finally, many papers (such as (39) and references therein) have examined the effect of mag-
netic fields on the acoustic oscillations of rapidly oscillating Ap stars. In this case, the magnetic
field strongly affects the acoustic waves only near the surface of the star where the magnetic
pressure becomes comparable to the gas pressure. These authors reach similar conclusions to
those discussed below: some wave energy can be lost by transmission into Alfve´n waves, and
the geometry of the magnetic field is important. However, the oscillation modes in these stars
indicates that observable modes can still exist in the presence of strong magnetic fields, and
future studies should further examine possible connections between the physics of oscillating
Ap stars and red giants with magnetic cores.
S1.5 Reflection/Transmission
We define the magneto-gravity radius, rMG, as the radius where ω = ωMG. At this location,
magneto-gravity waves become evanescent and can no longer propagate inward. An incoming
wave must either reflect or propagate inward as a pure Alfve´n wave.
Incoming ` = 1 magneto-gravity waves can transmit energy into a continuous spectrum
(40, 41) of Alfve´n waves with a broad spectrum of ` values (42). Reflected waves will also
transfer energy to high `waves (for reasons below), and because the location of rMG is a function
of latitude since the magnetic field cannot be spherically symmetric. Even in the simplest case
of a purely dipolar magnetic field, any resulting oscillation modes will contain a broad spectrum
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of ` (43, 44). In reality, the field will likely have a complex geometry containing both poloidal
and toroidal components (45–47), and dipole waves will inevitably scatter into higher ` waves
in the presence of a strong magnetic field.
Wave reflection or transmission at rMG is analogous to the propagation of light between ma-
terials of differing refractive indices. In the present case, magneto-gravity waves will likely be
reflected due to the high effective refractive index at rMG due to the differing speeds of magneto-
gravity and Alfve´n waves. Just above rMG, the group velocity of the incoming magneto-gravity
waves is primarily horizontal and is approximately
vg ∼
[
ω
k⊥
nˆ⊥ − ω
2
Nk⊥
rˆ
]
∼
[
ω
k⊥
nˆ⊥ − vA,rrˆ
]
. (S31)
Below rMG, the group velocity of Alfve´n waves is vABˆ, in the direction of the magnetic field.
Thus, although the radial group velocity of the incoming magneto-gravity waves is comparable
to that of Alfve´n waves, their horizontal group velocity is much larger than the Alfve´n velocity.
Except in the case of nearly horizontal fields, coupling to Alfve´n waves requires a large change
in both direction and magnitude of the group velocity. The same is true for the phase velocity.
This may cause most of the gravity wave energy to reflect at rMG rather than being transmitted
into Alfve´n waves.
In the solar atmosphere, an analogous process occurs where magneto-acoustic-gravity waves
become magnetically dominated as they propagate upward. In general, the reflection or trans-
mission of the wave depends on the geometry of the magnetic field (48). Mostly radial fields
tend to reflect waves downward at the effective value of rMG in the solar atmosphere (49, 50).
Moreover, the waves are reflected onto the slow branch, i.e., they transition into Alfve´n waves
as they propagate downward. The same process may occur in stellar interiors: ingoing waves
will mostly reflect at rMG and will then transition into Alfve´n waves as they propagate back
outward. Sufficiently horizontal fields will allow more wave transmission into Alfve´n waves in
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the core, however, stronger fields are required in this case.
The reflected waves will dissipate much faster than the incident dipole waves, preventing
them from ever tunneling back to the surface. Waves reflected back onto the fast branch will
have higher `, shorter wavelengths, and will damp out more quickly than dipole waves. Waves
reflected onto the slow branch have wavenumbers orders of magnitude larger than the fast
branch of magneto-gravity waves (see Fig. S3) as they propagate outward into weakly mag-
netized regions. Therefore, any wave energy reflected into slow magneto-gravity waves will be
quickly dissipated via radiative diffusion.
For perfect wave trapping in the core, purely dipole modes only exist in the envelope, with
part of their energy leaking into the core as running magneto-gravity waves. If some wave
energy does escape the core, it may leave a signature in the form of mixed magneto-gravity
acoustic modes, or by producing magnetic mode splitting, which could be used to constrain the
internal magnetic field geometry.
S1.6 Ray Tracing
Additional understanding of magneto-gravity waves can be gained using a ray tracing technique.
This process allows us to explicitly follow the time evolution of a wave as it propagates into a
region of increasing magnetic field. We follow the basic technique outlined in (51). In the
case of magneto-gravity waves in the WKB limit, the Hamiltonian describing their equations of
motion is
H = ω =
√
k⊥
2N2
k2
+ (k · vA)2 . (S32)
In reality, the Hamiltonian contains additional terms that allow for the existence of pure Alfve´n
waves, although we neglect this subtlety here.
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Figure S3: Wave properties of the stellar model shown in Figs. 3 and S1. (A) The sound speed,
vs, gravity wave radial group velocity, vg,r (for ω=2piνmax), and Alfve´n speed, vA. Waves travel
at a group velocity of vs, vg,r, and vA for acoustic, gravity, and Alfve´n waves, respectively. (B)
Radial wave number, kr, for a wave with ω= 2piνmax, as a function of radius. We have plotted
the wavenumbers of acoustic waves (p-waves), fast magneto-gravity waves (fast-waves), slow
magneto-gravity waves (slow-waves), Alfve´n waves (a-waves), and the evanescent part of the
wave (ev-wave). The dashed blue line shows the wavenumber for gravity waves (g-waves) in
the absence of a magnetic field. The solid black line shows the maximum of r−1 or H−1 (where
H is a pressure scale height).
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The equations of motion corresponding to the Hamiltonian of Eqn. S32 are
dx
dt
=
∂H
∂k
=
N2
ωk
[(
1− k
2
⊥
k2
)
k⊥
k
− k
2
⊥
k2
krrˆ
k
]
+
ωA
ω
vA , (S33)
where ωA = (k · vA), and
dk
dt
= −∂H
∂x
= −N
ω
k2⊥
k2
∇N − ωA
ω
∇(k · vA) . (S34)
Eqn. S33 describes the group velocity of the wave, while Eqn. S34 describes the evolution
of its wave vector, which is related to the momentum of the wave. Note that in the absence of
a magnetic field in a spherical star, only the radial component of the wave vector changes, and
the horizontal component is conserved. This is not surprising because the Hamiltonian is spher-
ically symmetric and thus angular momentum (and hence angular wave vector) is conserved.
However, in the presence of a magnetic field, the last term of Eqn. S34 breaks the spherical
symmetry. Except in the unphysical case of a purely radial field or a constant field, this term is
non-zero, and therefore the angular component of the wave vector must change. At the radius
rMG where vA∼ω2/(Nk⊥), each term in Eqn. S34 is the same order of magnitude, assuming
|∇B|/B ∼ 1/r. Therefore, the rate of change in horizontal wavenumber is comparable to
the rate of change in radial wavenumber at field strengths near Bc. Upon wave reflection or
conversion into Alfve´n waves, the radial wavenumber will generally change by order unity, i.e.,
the change in radial wavenumber is |∆kr| ∼ |kr|. We therefore expect a correspondingly large
change in k⊥, such that |∆k⊥|∼|kr|. Hence, dipole waves will generally obtain high multipole
moments when they propagate through strongly magnetized regions of the star.
S1.7 Joule Damping
A gravity wave propagating through a magnetized fluid induces currents which dissipate in
a non-perfectly conducting fluid, causing the wave to damp. For gravity waves in the WKB
limit which are not strongly altered by magnetic tension forces, the perturbed radial magnetic
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field is δB ≈ ξ⊥krB, where ξ⊥ is the horizontal wave displacement. The perturbed current
density is δJ ≈ ckrδB/(4pi), where c is the speed of light. The volumetric energy dissipation
rate is ε˙≈ (δJ)2/σ, where σ is the electrical conductivity. The gravity wave energy density is
ε≈ρω2ξ2⊥, so the local damping rate is
ΓB =
ε˙
ε
≈ ηB
2k4r
(4pi)2ρω2
, (S35)
where η=c2/σ is the magnetic diffusivity.
The Joule damping rate of Eqn. S35 can be compared with the damping rate from radiative
diffusion (in the absence of composition gradients), Γr=k2rκ, where κ is the thermal diffusivity.
The ratio of Joule damping to thermal damping is
ΓB
Γr
=
η
κ
B2k2r
(4pi)2ρω2
=
η
κ
l(l + 1)B2N2
(4pi)2ρr2ω4
, (S36)
and the second equality follows from using the gravity wave dispersion relation. The maximum
magnetic field possible before Lorentz forces strongly alter gravity waves is Bc (Eqn. 3), and
putting this value into Eqn. S36 we find
ΓB
Γr
=
1
16pi
η
κ
. (S37)
Therefore, for gravity waves, Joule damping cannot exceed thermal damping unless the mag-
netic diffusivity is significantly larger than the thermal diffusivity. In stellar interiors (and our
RGB models), the magnetic diffusivity is typically orders of magnitude smaller than the thermal
diffusivity. Therefore Joule damping can safely be ignored. We note that the same result occurs
if we use the Alfve´n wave dispersion relation in Eqn. S36, so Joule damping is also unimportant
for Alfve´n waves.
S1.8 Measurements and Uncertainties
Most of the observational data shown in Fig. 2 were obtained from (6). The additional stars KIC
8561221 and KIC 9073950 were analyzed using the same methods as (6). This analysis pro-
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Star νmax (µHz) ∆ν (µHz) Teff (K) M (M) Br (G)
KIC8561221 490± 24 29.88± 0.80 5245± 60 1.5± 0.1 1.5+2.4−0.4 × 107
KIC9073950 291± 25 20.99± 0.64 5087± 200 1.2± 0.2 > 1.3× 106
Table S1: Properties of stars shown in Fig. 4.
vided measured values of dipole mode visibility V 2, νmax, ∆ν, and their associated uncertain-
ties. For KIC9073950, we used the updated KIC Teff (52) to calculate mass and its uncertainty
from scaling relations. For KIC8561221, mass and uncertainties were obtained from (8). To
calculate values ofBc for KIC8561221 and KIC9073950, we interpolated in logBc between the
tracks shown in Fig. 4, using the measured stellar masses. The uncertainty in Bc was obtained
by performing the same interpolation on the upper and lower bounds of the stellar mass.
S1.9 ε Ophiuchi
The red giant ε Ophiuchi, extensively observed with ground-based instruments (53) and with
the MOST satellite (54), may also exhibit depressed dipole modes. Its temperature of≈ 4900 K,
inferred mass of 1.85±0.05M and interferometricly measured radius of 10.39±0.07R (55)
yield νmax ≈ 57µHz and ∆ν ≈ 5.5µHz. This is consistent with the interpretation (53–55) that
many of the peaks in its MOST power spectrum belong to a series of radial oscillation modes.
However, we agree with (56) that the most likely explanation for the power spectrum is that it
is created by a combination of both radial and non-radial modes.
We speculate that the low amplitude and missing dipole modes can be explained if ε Ophi-
uchi is a depressed dipole mode star. At this stage of evolution, we expect the normalized
depressed dipole mode power V 2 and lifetime τ to be roughly half their normal values. The
measured lifetimes of τ ∼ 12 days (56) are dominated by radial and envelope-dominated
quadrupole modes, and are consistent with the usual lifetimes of these modes in red giants
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at this stage of evolution. A more robust conclusion would require a comparison of measured
radial mode line widths to dipole mode line widths, and our scenario would predict that the
dipole modes should have lifetimes of τ ∼ 6 days. We suspect that overlapping radial and
quadrupole modes may help explain the large line widths found by (54), who considered the
peaks to be produced solely by radial modes.
S1.10 MESA Inlist
Here is the inlist used to calculate the stellar evolution models discussed in the paper.
&star_job
change_lnPgas_flag = .true.
new_lnPgas_flag = .true.
pgstar_flag = .true.
/ ! end of star_job namelist
&controls
!---------------------------------------- MAIN
initial_mass = 1.3
initial_z = 0.02
use_Type2_opacities = .true.
Zbase = 0.02
!---------------------------------------- WIND
RGB_wind_scheme = ’Reimers’
Reimers_wind_eta = 0.5d0
RGB_to_AGB_wind_switch = 1d-4
AGB_wind_scheme = ’Blocker’
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Blocker_wind_eta = 5d0 ! 0.7d0
!---------------------------------------- OVERSHOOTING
overshoot_f_below_nonburn = 0.018
overshoot_f_above_burn_h = 0.018
overshoot_f_above_burn_he = 0.018
!---------------------------------------- MISC
photostep = 100
profile_interval = 100
max_num_profile_models = 100
history_interval = 1
terminal_cnt = 10
write_header_frequency = 10
max_number_backups = 50
max_number_retries = 100
max_timestep = 3.15d14 ! in seconds
!---------------------------------------- MESH
mesh_delta_coeff = 0.8
!---------------------------------------- STOP WHEN
xa_central_lower_limit_species(1) = ’he4’
xa_central_lower_limit(1) = 0.05
/ ! end of controls namelist
&pgstar
/ ! end of pgstar namelist
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